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Abstract
We show that the conformal anomaly for gravitons calculated using the usual
eective action formalism depends on the choice of gauge when the back-
ground spacetime is not a solution of the classical equation of motion, that
is, when o-shell. We then use the gauge independent Vilkovisky-DeWitt
eective action to restore gauge independence to the o-shell case. Addition-












The usual eective action, in general, depends on the choice of quantum gauge xing
when the background eld is not a solution of the classical equations of motion, that is, when
the background is o-shell [1]. This has posed a problem in the use of the eective action
formalism to study, for example, the spontaneous compactication of Kaluza-Klein spaces
[2]. The same problem exists in the calculation of the conformal anomaly for gravitons [3]
because both the background spacetime and the graviton elds stem from the metric. When
the background spacetime is not a solution of the Einstein equations, the conformal anomaly
calculated from the usual eective action may depend on the gauge choice. We illustrate
this explicitly in Section II for the simple case of Einstein gravity with cosmological constant
in a at background.
To overcome the gauge dependency we use the Vilkovisky-DeWitt (VD) eective action
formalism [4]- [5]. The VD formalism has been applied to spontaneous compactication of
Kaluza-Klein spaces and unique answers which are independent of the choice of gauge have
been obtained [6]- [7]. Recently, it has also been used to study 2-d quantum gravity [8].
In Section III we dene the unique conformal anomaly for gravitons using the one-loop VD
eective action. We evaluate this VD conformal anomaly for the case considered in Section
II and show that it is indeed independent of gauge choice.
For most gauges the VD eective action involves evaluating the determinants or the -
functions of complicated non-local operators. However, the calculation simplies when the
Landau-DeWitt gauge is used. Since the VD eective action is independent of gauge choice,
one can of course choose whatever gauge convenient without altering the nal results. In
this particular gauge the operators become local, but remain non-minimal [9]. In a previous
paper [10] we have devised a method to evaluate the -functions (at argument 0) of non-
minimal vector and tensor operators on maximally symmetric spaces. In Section IV we use
this method to calculate the VD conformal anomalies for such background spaces. Explicit
results for N-spheres and Euclidean spaces of dimensions 4, 6, 8, and 10 are given. Finally,
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conclusions are given in Section V.
II. GAUGE DEPENDENCE OF THE CONFORMAL ANOMALY
In this section we demonstrate the dependence of the conformal anomaly for gravitons
on the quantum gauge choice. To do so we consider the simple case of Einstein gravity with












R  2) ; (1)











is the graviton eld. To evaluate the conformal anomaly for gravitons, we expand
the Lagrangian in powers of h















































where h  h

. Next, we introduce the gauge-xing term and the corresponding ghost term.



































are vector ghosts. Putting the Lagrangians Eqs. (3)-(5) together, we have
































































We use -function regularization to evaluate the conformal anomaly. The -function of









where 's are the eigenvalues of the operator M . Thus we rst have to nd the eigenvalues
of the operators acting on h























, i = 1; :::; 10, are the ten independent components of h











































































































Following the arguments similar to [3] and [12], for example, it is easy to see that the















is the volume of the spacetime. (0) can be calculated as follows. For a general
eigenvalue ak
2


























































































































and for Eq. (15),

gh





it is more dicult to evaluate the k-integral because the eigenvalues are
not polynomials in k
2
. However, we are only interested in the -functions at s = 0, and
this depends only on the small  behavior in the integrand, behavior which is much like the
 -integral in Eq. (17). To extract the small  behavior from the integral over k, we need only








, and then evaluate the integrals to obtain (0). This is done in detail in [10]. Following




































Then from Eq. (16) the conformal anomaly for gravitons in a at background spacetime













We see that this conformal anomaly depends on the gauge parameter . For example, in






















This happens because the at background is not a classical solution of Einstein gravity with
a cosmological constant. The usual eective action for an o-shell background is in general
dependent on what quantum gauge xing is used. It is therefore, not surprising to see that
the conformal anomaly calculated from this eective action also depends on the choice of
gauge xing. In the next section we remedy this by adopting the gauge-independent VD
eective action formalism, and dene the unique conformal anomaly for the o-shell case.
III. GAUGE INDEPENDENCE OF THE VILKOVISKY-DEWITT CONFORMAL
ANOMALY
In this section we introduce necessary elements of the VD eective action formalism.
We then calculate the conformal anomaly for the at space case considered in the previous
section and show that it is indeed independent of gauge choice.
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where  is now a general background eld which may not be a solution of the classical equa-
tion of motion and S is dened in Eq. (1). Note that we have used a condensed notation
where i represents both discrete and continuous indices and S
;i
denotes a functional deriva-
tive. The VD eective action can be obtained simply be replacing the ordinary derivative
















is the connection of the eld space. For nongauge theories, the connection can be
constructed from the metric G
ij





























The prescription for dening G
ij
has been given by Vilkovisky [4].
For gauge theories, the connection on the physical eld space is the Christoel connection
modulo local gauge transformations. Let Q
i

























































































symmetrization. The covariant derivatives in Eq. (32) are with respect to the Christoel


















































plus contributions from the ghost determinant. In this denition  
V D
is a scalar on the
physical eld space. A change of gauge conditions corresponds to just a coordinate trans-
formation of the physical eld space and leaves  
V D
invariant.
We now return to the problem in Section II of calculating the conformal anomaly for
gravitons in a at background spacetime. First we evaluate the Christoel symbols and T
k
ij

























(x  y) : (35)







































































































































= 0 : (38)
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, we need to know the generators of the gauge symmetry. For metric elds






















for some set of gauge parameters 





































(x  y) ; (41)

















(x  y) : (42)


























































































































































































































The corresponding ten eigenvalues for L
V D






















































































Following the same procedures as in Section II, we obtain the necessary -function values
















(0) = 0 : (53)













which is independent of the gauge parameter . We have thus conrmed explicitly that the
conformal anomaly in the VD formalism with a at background is gauge independent even
10
though this background is not a classical solution of Einstein gravity (with cosmological
constant).
Note that the usual conformal anomaly in Eq. (23) will be the same as the one in the
VD formalism in Eq. (54) if the gauge parameter  is set to zero (Landau-DeWitt gauge).
This is because in the Landau-DeWitt gauge, the non-local T
k
ij
terms vanish [14]. This can










= 0 ; (55)
and the VD correction due to the T
k
ij
term in Eq. (45) clearly vanishes. Moreover, the
Christoel symbol term does not contribute in our case (Eq. (38)). The usual conformal
anomaly in the Landau-DeWitt gauge is thus identical to the VD conformal anomaly.




terms when evaluating conformal anomalies in more general space-
times. Although the operators whose -functions we need are simplied in this gauge, they
remain non-minimal. The -functions for non-minimal operators have been discussed in
some detail in [10]. In the next section we shall make use of those results to calculate the
conformal anomaly.
IV. VILKOVISKY-DEWITT CONFORMAL ANOMALIES ON N-SPHERES
In this section we show how to calculate the conformal anomaly in the VD formalism for a
general background spacetime, and then we consider explicitly the case of even-dimensional
N-spheres. As discussed in the last section, we shall adopt the Landau-DeWitt gauge so




We now return to the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) and consider a general N-dimensional back-
ground spacetime with metric g























































































































































































































To calculate the VD corrections, we need to rst evaluate the connection symbols in





























































































































































































































































































As in Eq. (16), the conformal anomaly for gravitons in a general N-dimensional back-
























































































is a non-minimal operator, it is quite dicult to evaluate its -function. However,
we have devised a method in [10] to accomplish this in the case of maximally symmetric
background spacetimes. In particular, we have explicitly given the (0) values for non-
minimal tensor and vector operators on N-spheres of even dimensions 2 through 10. In the
following we use these results and evaluate the VD conformal anomalies for gravitons.






























N(N   1) ; (74)
where r is the radius of the sphere. The operator M
T






















































and the operator M
V















Using the results in the Appendix of [10] and taking the Landau-DeWitt gauge (! 0),
the -functions for M
T





















































































































While the (0) values of minimal operator M
V






































































































































































































We can also obtain the conformal anomalies in Euclidean spaces by taking r ! 1 in

































































Note that the N = 4 result here agrees with the one in Eq. (54).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the conformal anomaly for gravitons is gauge dependent if the
background spacetime is not a solution of the classical equations of motion. Using the VD
eective action formalism we have been able to eliminate this gauge dependency and obtain
a unique conformal anomaly for gravitons in this o-shell case. Explicit evaluation of this
VD conformal anomaly involved the evaluation of -functions of non-minimal operators.
The necessary (0) values were given in our previous paper [10] on maximally symmetric
background spacetimes. Using results obtained there we were able to evaluate gravitational
conformal anomalies on N-spheres and Euclidean spaces (for even dimensions from 4 to 10).
It should be straight forward to extend this calculation to other maximally symmetric








   . This consideration
is important in the discussion of the cancellation of conformal anomalies between dierent
species of particles [15] in these spacetimes. We hope to address this and related problems
in a future publication.
The method described in this paper can also be applied to the evaluation of the Casimir
energies or the one-loop eective potentials in Kaluza-Klein spacetimes. In [7], we were
able to obtain the VD eective action for a general background spacetime using a method
of Barvinsky and Vilkovisky [9]. However, due to the complexicity of that calculation it
seems quite impossible to push the method to higher dimensions. On the other hand,
the procedures in this paper are much more manageable and they can be implemented
by computer code. There should not be any major diculty in extending them to higher
dimensions.
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